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Lost Destiny Quirk Books
Despite a warm relationship with her mother, stepfather, and half
brother, sixteen-year-old Kim feels the need to find answers about
the Japanese American father she never knew.
A Fortress of Grey Ice Macmillan
Tarrant Hawkins and his friends Leigh, Rounce, and Nay have just
donned the masks that herald their coming-of-age when they discover a
plot to overrun their homeland of Oriosa and encounter a legendary

weapon.
Book One of the Dragoncrown War Cycle Last King of
Osten Ard
How To Be a Good Wife by Emma Chapman is a haunting
literary debut about a woman who begins having visions
that make her question everything she knows Marta and
Hector have been married for a long time. Through the
good and bad; through raising a son and sending him off to
life after university. So long, in fact, that Marta finds it
difficult to remember her life before Hector. He has
always taken care of her, and she has always done
everything she can to be a good wife—as advised by a dog-
eared manual given to her by Hector's aloof mother on
their wedding day. But now, something is changing. Small
things seem off. A flash of movement in the corner of her
eye, elapsed moments that she can't recall. Visions of a
blonde girl in the darkness that only Marta can see.
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Perhaps she is starting to remember—or perhaps her mind
is playing tricks on her. As Marta's visions persist and her
reality grows more disjointed, it's unclear if the danger
lies in the world around her, or in Marta herself. The girl
is growing more real every day, and she wants something.
A Secret Atlas Titan Books
In the enchanting novel Prospero’s Children, Jan Siegel
introduced an extraordinary heroine and the lushly evocative
world of wonders and terrors that quickly enveloped her normal
adolescent life. Now Siegel summons us back to the magic with
the continuing story of Fern Capel—and the remarkable power of
her extraordinary Gift . . . After surviving an amazing, terrifying
summer twelve years ago, Fern makes a fateful decision: to
deny the mystical powers that pulse through her family's past.
Yearning for a simple, quiet life, she decides to marry a man
twenty years her senior, a man who insists they wed at the
Capels’ summer house in Yarrowdale, a place swelling with
mood, marvel, and magic. For when Fern returns there with her
best friend, Gaynor, ancient, sinister forces reawaken. Yet Fern
has had enough: Enough of running from her fate, enough of
hiding from her Gift. As she turns to face her destiny, the real
world falls away, and Fern is once again swept into another
land, removed from Time, void of comfort. It will take all her skill
and daring to fight her way back to the present and save the
people she loves from the ever-growing danger that threatens to
destroy them. And to her utmost surprise, the key to survival is a
dragon with the capacity to rule the world . . . but who will
relinquish it all to one man. Jan Siegel has created an intense,
fascinating world. To surrender yourself under her captivating
spell is to remember how remarkably powerful a literary voyage

can be.
The Diamond Throne ROC Hardcover
The New York Times Best Seller Experience the
Star Wars saga reimagined as an Elizabethan
drama penned by William Shakespeare himself,
complete with authentic meter and verse, and
theatrical monologues and dialogue by everyone
from Darth Vader to R2D2. Return once more to a
galaxy far, far away with this sublime
retelling of George Lucas’s epic Star Wars in
the style of the immortal Bard of Avon. The
saga of a wise (Jedi) knight and an evil (Sith)
lord, of a beautiful princess held captive and
a young hero coming of age, Star Wars abounds
with all the valor and villainy of
Shakespeare’s greatest plays. Authentic meter,
stage directions, reimagined movie scenes and
dialogue, and hidden Easter eggs throughout
will entertain and impress fans of Star Wars
and Shakespeare alike. Every scene and
character from the film appears in the play,
along with twenty woodcut-style illustrations
that depict an Elizabethan version of the Star
Wars galaxy. Zounds! This is the book you’re
looking for.

Skyborn Roc
Fortress DraconisSpectra
Almuric Spectra
Collected into one volume for the first time,
the author's trilogy about a Vietnam veteran
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lost in time--Godslayer, Shadow Climber, and
Drangrank Master-- introduces readers to a
creatively conceived world of elves, spells,
martial arts, and gods. Original.
Into the Narrowdark Penguin
From acclaimed author Sean Russell comes "fantasy
at its best" (Quantum)--the prequel to Gatherer of
Clouds. Plague and warfare have swept across the
the ancient kingdom of Wa, and the peace of the
Empire is threatened. Only Initiate Brother Shuyun,
a mystically gifted Botahist monk, can save the
Empire and his own order from complete
annihilation.
Dark Castle, White Horse Penguin
Almuric features a muscular hero known on earth as
Esau Cairn. He is transported through space to a
world known as Almuric by unspecified scientific
methods. While there, he battles with frightening
monsters and beautiful women. Cairn becomes known
as the Iron Hand due to his powerful punches and
boxing skills. Robert E. Howard is probably best
known for his character Conan the Barbarian and is
regarded as the father of the sword and sorcery
subgenre. Almuric shares similar elements with the
John Carter of Mars series by Edgar Rice Burroughs.

The Dragon Charmer Daw Books
When a deadly superflu is unleashed on the
world, scientist James Logan must confront a
desperate terrorist, armed government
agents, and Virus Thirteen to save his wife
and the world.

The Seven-Petaled Shield D A W Books, Incorporated
In this prelude to the exciting new entry in the
_Tomb Raider_ video game saga, lead game writer
Rhianna Pratchett reveals the untold story behind
Lara Croft’s earliest adventure. Join Lara and the
crew of the _Endurance_ as they prepare for a
thrilling journey to uncover the lost kingdom of
Yamatai. For over fifteen years, the _Tomb Raider_
adventures have been some the most enduring and
popular in the world of video games. Now, Lara
Croft’s bold new re-imagining is further explored
by some of comics’ most talented creators in this
exclusive volume.
Book Three in The Age of Discovery Princeton
University Press
When her friends are wrongly imprisoned and
tortured telepathically, Wynn and her companions
seek out a domin for help in freeing them, while a
spectral undead with the power to invade anyone
living hides inside host bodies.
The Night Voice Del Rey
Michael A. Stackpole, New York Times bestselling
author and master of epic fantasy, continues his
unforgettable chronicle of a world divided by war,
betrayal, desire, and two rival magicks. . . . As
her merciless armies sweep from the north, the
tyrant Chytrine pursues her quest to become empress
of the world in a brutal campaign of unspeakable
bloodshed and unholy sorcery. While cities and
kingdoms topple, her agents, both living and dead,
search for fragments of the shattered
DragonCrown—which, when reassembled, will make her
unstoppable. Opposing Chytrine is the beautiful and
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determined Alexia, Princess of Okrannel. As she
struggles to save the life of Kedyn’s Crow, a
mysterious human warrior accused of treachery, she
gathers around her an alliance of unlikely heroes,
including Resolute, an exiled Vorquelf out for
vengeance; Kerrigan Reese, a mage with uncertain
potential; and last but not least, young Will, an
orphan thief from the slums of Yslin, who may be the
fulfillment of an ancient prophecy—or its innocent
victim. Alexia and her friends will need all their
courage and magick, their only advantage the secret
possession of a vital fragment of the DragonCrown.
But when Chytrine’s terrifying horde of cruel
warriors, voracious minions, and remorseless undead
slaves join the battle against them, even courage
and magick may not be enough to stem the tide of
ultimate darkness.
Lethal Heritage (Blood of Kerensky Trilogy, Book
One) Random House LLC
Twenty-five years after the events of The Dark
Glory War, the survivors of the original conflict
join forces with a new generation of heroes to once
again battle the forces of evil led by the tyrant
Chytrine as Will, an orphaned young thief, becomes
a pawn in the struggle between powerful world
leaders. Original.

Conan the Barbarian Dark Horse Comics
An apprentice swordsman, Locke has ridden the
narrow trail to the City of the Sorcerers to
see with his own eyes the Ward Walls that hold
back the Realms of Chaos. It is Locke's dream
to become a Chaos Rider, and he seeks his

destiny beyond the Wall. And it is Locke's hope
that somewhere in the Wildness, where time and
change rage out of control, his lost father
still survives. But more than mere survival is
at stake. For on the other side of the Wall
awaits a Darkness beyond all ken-a burgeoning
evil that will test the steel of one young hero
... and the entire bold and foolish race called
Humanity.

First and Last Sorcerer Spectra
Sparhawk--Pandion Knight and Queen's
Champion--finds his land under evil rule and
the queen deathly ill upon his return, and
sets off with his magic-empowered friends to
find a cure
The Book of Atrix Wolfe Spectra
Twenty-five years after the events of The
Dark Glory War, the survivors of the
original conflict join forces with a new
generation of heroes to once again battle
the forces of evil led by the tyrant
Chytrine as Will, an orphaned young thief,
becomes a pawn in the struggle between
powerful world leaders. Original.
Fortress Draconis Spectra
The first in an all new fantasy series from
USA TODAY Bestseller, David Dalglish Six
islands float high above the Endless Ocean,
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where humanity's final remnants are locked in
brutal civil war. Their parents slain in
battle, twins Kael and Brenna Skyborn are
training to be Seraphim, elite soldiers of
aerial combat who wield elements of ice,
fire, stone and lightning. When the invasion
comes, they will take to the skies, and
claim their vengeance. Seraphim Skyborn
Fireborn Shadowborn For more from David
Dalglish, check out: Shadowdance A Dance of
Cloaks A Dance of Blades A Dance of Mirrors
A Dance of Shadows A Dance of Ghosts A Dance
of Chaos
Kim/Kimi Spectra
An original Gears of War novel, exclusively
detailing the aftermath of the Locust War
written by New York Times bestselling author
Michael A. Stackpole. The Locust War has ended
with an energy weapon that pulsed across the
land, destroying Locust and Lambent alike. The
world is in shambles and the few survivors are
isolated from one another. Humanity must begin
anew. This novel reveals the canonical, never-
before-seen events set in the time immediately
following the game Gears of War 3. With most of
Sera's civilization destroyed, Sergeant Marcus
Fenix and Lieutenant Anya Stroud must somehow
rebuild on the ruins. For Marcus, his purpose
is impossible to grasp. With no clear enemy to

fight, there may be no place left for him in
this postwar world. Some call him hero, others
view him with resentment. As Anya struggles to
create alliances to re-form the Coalition of
Ordered Governments, she quickly discovers how
impossible it is to tell friend from foe. Then
whispers of Locust still stalking the land begin
to spread. Fearing the worst, Marcus forms a
team to assess the potential threat. As he and
the other Gears search for Locust survivors,
however, they quickly discover that the new
enemy may be all-too-human, and utterly
ruthless.
Einstein in Bohemia Spectra
A finely drawn portrait of Einstein's sixteen
months in Prague In the spring of 1911, Albert
Einstein moved with his wife and two sons to
Prague, the capital of Bohemia, where he
accepted a post as a professor of theoretical
physics. Though he intended to make Prague his
home, he lived there for just sixteen months,
an interlude that his biographies typically
dismiss as a brief and inconsequential episode.
Einstein in Bohemia is a spellbinding portrait
of the city that touched Einstein's life in
unexpected ways—and of the gifted young
scientist who left his mark on the science,
literature, and politics of Prague. Michael
Gordin's narrative is a masterfully crafted
account of a person encountering a particular
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place at a specific moment in time. Despite
being heir to almost a millennium of history,
Einstein's Prague was a relatively marginal city
within the sprawling Austro-Hungarian Empire.
Yet Prague, its history, and its multifaceted
culture changed the trajectories of Einstein's
personal and scientific life. It was here that
his marriage unraveled, where he first began
thinking seriously about his Jewish identity,
and where he embarked on the project of general
relativity. Prague was also where he formed
lasting friendships with novelist Max Brod,
Zionist intellectual Hugo Bergmann, physicist
Philipp Frank, and other important figures.
Einstein in Bohemia sheds light on this
transformative period of Einstein's life and
career, and brings vividly to life a beguiling
city in the last years of the Austro-Hungarian
Empire.
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